Materials
1 fat quarter* solid or dark print  (blue in example)
1 fat quarter* solid or medium print  (red in the example)
1 fat quarter* solid or light print  (white in the example)
*fat quarter = 18” x 20”

Cutting
Measurements include ¼” seam allowances
• From solid or dark print, cut (2) 3”x 8” strips
• From solid or medium print, cut (6) 3”x 3” squares
• From solid or light print, cut (2) 3”x 8” strips and (7) 3”x 3” squares

Block assembly
1. Sew (9) 3” squares alternating colors to create 9 patch square
2. Sew (4) 3” squares alternating colors to create 4 patch square
3. Sew (2) 8” strips of alternating colors together
   a. Make two (2) alternating color strip units

Referring to Diagram
1. Sew 9 patch block to one of the 2 strip blocks
2. Sew 4 patch block to the other 2 strip block
3. Assemble the two units as shown

Guidelines for QOVF Blocks
Use red, white or cream, blue and gold fabrics in solids, prints or tone-on-tone

Make 1 block, make ten or as many as you’d like !!!
Deadline ~ May 7, 2016 ~

If you wish, sign the block with your first name and state

Your completed block must measure – with raw edges – 13”  DO NOT trim blocks

Finished blocks when sewn together will measure 12 ½”

Mail Blocks to: Karen Demaree, Wisconsin State Coordinator, PO Box 628, Platteville, WI  53818